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Abstract— Autonomous navigation in open and dynamic en-
vironments is an important challenge, requiring to solve several
difficult research problems located on the cutting edge of the state
of the art. Bassically, these problems can be classified intothree
main categories: SLAM in dynamic environments; Detection,
characterization, and behavior prediction of the potential moving
obstacles; On-line motion planning and safe navigation decision
based on world state predictions. This paper addresses some
aspects of these problems and presents our latest approaches and
results. The solutions we have implemented are mainly basedon
the followings paradigms: Characterization and motion prediction
of the observed moving entities using bayesian programming; On-
line goal-oriented navigation decisions using the Partial Motion
Planning (PMP ) paradigm.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A. Outline of the problem

To some extent, autonomous navigation for robotic systems
placed in stationary environments is no longer a problem. The
challenge now is autonomous navigation in open and dynamic
environments,i.e. environments containing moving objects
(potential obstacles) whose future behaviour is unknown. Tak-
ing into account these characteristics requires to solve several
difficult research problems at the cutting edge of the state of
the art. Basically, these problems can be classified into three
main categories:

• Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) in dy-
namic environments;

• Detection, tracking, identification and future behaviour
prediction of the moving obstacles;

• On-line motion planning and safe navigation
In such a framework, the system has to continuously char-

acterize the fixed and moving objects that can be observed
both with on-board or off-board sensors. As far as the moving
objects are concerned, the system has to deal with problems
such as interpreting appearances, disappearances, and tempo-
rary occlusions of rapidly manoeuvring objects. It also hasto
reason about their future behaviour (and consequently to make
predictions). From the autonomous navigation point of view,
this means that the system has to face a double constraint:
constraint on the response time available to compute a safe
motion (which is clearly a function of the dynamicity of the
environment), and a constraint on the temporal validity of the
motion planned (which is a function of the validity duration
of the predictions). In other words, one needs to be able to
plan motion fast, but one does not need to plan motion very
far in the future.

This paper addresses some aspects of the previous problem,
and presents our latest approaches and results. The solutions
we have implemented rely on the following modules:

• Scene interpretation and short-term motion prediction
for the moving obstacles, using the new concept of
Bayesian Occupancy Filters and an efficient wavelet-
based representation of the related occupancy grids;

• Medium-term motion and behaviour predictionfor the
observed moving objects, using motion pattern learning
and Hidden Markov Models;

• On-line goal-oriented navigation decisionusing the Par-
tial Motion Planning (PMP) paradigm.

B. Case Study: The Automated Valet Parking

One possible (and very relevant) target application for the
techniques presented in this paper is that of the Automated
Valet Parking (AVP). The robotic system considered is a
“smart” car operating autonomously in a “smart” city parking.
Both the car and the parking are equipped with sensors
providing them with information about the world. Let us
imagine the following scenario: you drive your car and leave
it at the entrance of a given parking. From then on, it operates
autonomously and go park itself. As soon as the car enters the
parking, the car on-board intelligent system connects to the
parking’s own intelligent system and request a free parking
place. The parking then confirms the availability of a parking
space and provides the car with a model of the parking
and an itinerary to the empty place. From then on, the car,
using information obtained from both its own sensors and the
parking sensory equipment, go park itself.

From an architecture point of view, the AVP scenario
involves two “intelligent” systems communicating with one
another: the car on-board system and the parking off-board
system. As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that both systems
are equipped with sensors providing them with information
about the environment considered. While the car sensors will
provide it with a local view of its surroundings, it can be
expected that the parking sensors will provide the car with an
overall view of what is going on in the whole parking.

To address the AVP scenario, we have devised a scheme
relying upon the following functionalities (split betweenthe
car and the parking)

Parking abilities:
• Parking monitoring: at any time, the parking should know

which places are free or not (and by whose car they are
occupied).



• Route planning: the parking should be able to provide the
car with a model of the parking premises along with the
best itinerary to reach a given place.

• Moving objects monitoring: any moving objects (vehi-
cles, pedestrians, etc.) should be monitored and tracked.
The parking should be able to provide information such
as position, speed and expected trajectory (i.e. future
behaviour). Expected trajectories can come from different
clues: typical movements of the different kinds of moving
objects, learnt from previous observation, or knowledge
of a planned trajectory.

• Car localisation: given its moving objects’ monitoring
functionality, the parking can provide the car with its
current state in the parking premises.
Car abilities:

• Localisation: the car should be able to maintain an
estimate of its localisation in the parking. It can be the
result of a data fusion between parking information and
on-board localisation.

• Environment modelling: the car on-board sensor are
primarily used to build a model of the surroundings of
the car. This local model should be enriched using the
global information provided by the parking (in particular,
the information concerning the moving objects’ future
behaviour).

• Automated driving: given the parking model and the route
to the goal, the car should be able to determine its future
course of action so as to reach its goal efficiently and
safely.

One can notice that some of the functionalities mentioned
above are somewhat redundant (in particular when dealing
with sensing data). This property has intentionally been chosen
in order to increase the robustness and the efficiency of the
system:

• Fusion of data from multiple source increase overall
accuracy.

• Using several data source increase fault tolerance.
• By correlating different inputs, it is possible to diagnose

if an input is failing or becoming unreliable.

C. Outline of the paper

In this paper, we focus on two of the functionalities
mentioned in the previous section:Motion prediction of the
observed moving objectsandon-line goal-oriented navigation
decisions. The paper is organized in three main sections.
The section II describes how we have solved the problem
of interpreting and representing the dynamic environment of
the robot using the “Bayesian Occupancy Filtering”(BOF )
approach; this approach relies on a local world-state bayesian
interpretation scheme, including a short-term motion predic-
tion mechanism. The section III deals with the problem of
the prediction of the most likely behaviors of some observed
objects executing “intentional motions”; the proposed solution
relies on the use of a motion pattern learning mechanism and
of a hierarchical Hidden Markov Model. The section IV deals
with the problem of planning safe motions in a reconstructed
dynamic environment; the proposed paradigm (called “Partial

Motion Planning”, or PMP ) takes into account (at each
iteration step) both the time constraints and the current model
of the future state of the robot environment.

II. SCENE INTERPRETATION AND SHORT-TERM MOTION

PREDICTION

A. Overview of the problem

The problem addressed in this section concerns the inter-
pretation of the observed dynamic scene in terms ofpotential
moving obstacles, i.e. obstacles which may generate a collision
in the near future with the robot). The objective is to be ableto
correctly interpret the dynamic scene in the presence of noisy
or missing data, and to be as robust as possible to temporary
or partial occlusions. Our approach for solving this problem
is based on the new concept ofBayesian Occupancy Filtering
(BOF) [1], where the robot environment is represented using
a 4-dimensional occupancy grid, i.e. an occupancy grid which
includes the velocity dimension.

Theoccupancy grids[2], [3] framework is a classical way to
describe the environment of a mobile robot. It has extensively
been used for static indoor mapping [4] using a 2-dimensional
grid. More recently, occupancy grids have been adapted to
track multiple moving objects [5]. However, a major drawback
of these approaches, is that a moving object may be lost due
to occlusion effects.

TheBOF approach avoid this problem for short temporary
occlusions (e.g. a few seconds), by combining two comple-
mentary phases in a recursive loop: theestimation phasewhich
estimate the occupancy probability of each cell of the 4-
dimensional grid, using recursively the set of sensor observa-
tions; theprediction phasewhich estimate an a priori model of
the grid occupancy at timek+1, using a “dynamic model” and
the latest estimation of the grid state (figure 2 illustrates). This
approach has been developed using theBayesian Programming
Framework [6], [7], [8]; it is described in the next sections.

However, large scale environments can hardly been pro-
cessed in real-time because of the intrinsic complexity of the
related inferences and numerical computations (see section II-
F). The section II-G presents the outline of theWOG model
(“Wavelet Occupancy Grid”) we are developing for trying to
meet the required efficiency property.

B. Estimation of the occupancy probability

The estimation phaseconsists in estimating, at each time
step, the occupancy probability of each cell of the 4-
dimensional grid. This estimation is performed using recur-
sively the set of “observations” (i.e. pre-processed sensors
data) provided by the sensors at each time step. These ob-
servations are represented by a list of detected objects, along
with their associated positions and velocities in the reference
frame of the processed sensor (several sensors may be used in
parallel). In practice, this set of observations could alsocontain
two types of false measurements : thefalse alarms, i.e. when
the sensor detects a non existing object; themissed detection,
i.e. when the sensor does not detect an existing object.

Solving the related estimation problem is done by using
the available instantaneous information about the environment



state (i.e. the current observations and grid state). A sketch of
the algorithm is given below using ourBayesian Programming
Framework [6], [7], [8]; a more complete description of the
method (which includes a “sensor data fusion” step) can be
found in [1].

(i) Choosing the relevant variables and decomposition.

• Ox,y,vx,vy
: The occupancy of the cell(x, y, vx, vy) at

time t: occupied or not. This variable is indexed by a 4-
dimensional index that represents a position and a speed
relative to the vehicle.

• Z : The sensor observation set; one observation is de-
notedZs; the number of observation is denotedS.

If we make the reasonable assumption that all the obser-
vations of the sensors are independent when knowing the
occupancy state of a cell, we can choose to apply the following
decomposition of the related joint distribution :

P (Ox,y,vx,vy
,Z) = P (Ox,y,vx,vy

)×
S
∏

s=1

P (Zs |Ox,y,vx,vy
).

(1)

(ii) Assigning the parametric forms.
According to our knowledge of the problem to be solved, we
can assign the following parametric forms to each of the terms
of the previous decomposition:

• P (Ox,y,vx,vy
) represents thea priori information on the

occupancy of each cell. If available, aprior distribution
could be used to specify it. Otherwise, a uniform dis-
tribution has to be selected. The next section will show
how the prior distribution may be obtained from previous
estimations.

• The shape ofP (Zs |Ox,y,vx,vy
) is given by thesensor

model. Its goal is to model the sensor response knowing
the cell state. Details about this model can be found in [3];
an example is given for a telemetric sensor in Fig. 1. Such
models can easily been built for any kind of sensor.

(iii) Solution of the problem.
It is now possible to ask theBayesian questioncorresponding
to the searched solution (i.e. the searched probability distribu-
tion). Since the problem to solve consists in finding a good
estimate of the cell occupancy, the question can be stated as
follows :

P (Ox,y,vx,vy
| Z)? (2)

The result of the related Bayesian inference1 can be written
as follows :

P (Ox,y,vx,vy
| Z ) ∝

S
∏

s=1

P (Zs | Ox,y,vx,vy
). (3)

C. The Bayesian Occupancy Filter

We are now interested in taking into account the sensor
observation history, in order to be able to make more robust
estimations in changing environments (i.e. in order to be
able to process temporary objects occlusions and detection

1This result is computed using ourProBT inference engine, currently
commercialized by our spin-off companyProbayes.
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(a) Sensor model for occupied
cells
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(b) Sensor model for empty
cells

Fig. 1. Example of one-dimensional sensor models. The sensor is a laser-
range finder located inx = 0 and detecting an object atx = 22. The following
property holds :P (Z|[Ox = occ]) = P (Z|[Ox = emp]) for x > z, which
implies thatP (Ox|Z) is unknown when the cell is behind the obstacle.

problems). A classical way to solve this problem is to make
use of Bayes filters [9]. Basically, the goal of such a filtering
process is to recursively estimate the probability distribution
P (Ok

x,y,vx,vy
| Zk), known as theposterior distribution. In

general, this estimation is done in two stages: aprediction
stage whose purpose is to compute ana priori estimate of the
target’s state known as theprior distribution; anestimation
stage whose purpose is to compute theposteriordistribution,
using thisa priori estimate and the current measurement of
the sensor. Exact solutions to this recursive propagation of the
posterior density do exist in a restrictive set of cases (such as
the Kalman filter [10][11] when linear functions and gaussian
distributions are used).

Our approach for solving this problem, is based on the new
concept ofBayesian Occupancy Filter (BOF); Fig. 2 shows
the related estimation loop. This approach is derived from the
general bayesian filtering paradigm; it provides a powerfull
formalism for solving difficult estimation problems expressed
in our 4-dimensional occupancy grid representation.

Prediction

P(Ot
xt,yt | O0...i...t−1

xi,yi Z0...t−1)

Estimation

P(Ot
xt,yt | O0...i...t−1

xi,yi Z0...t)

6 ? ?

zt

Fig. 2. Bayesian Occupancy Filter as a recursive loop.

The basic idea underlying the conception of theBOF is to
make use of the velocities measured in the past, for predicting
the near future and propagating this information through time.
Indeed, knowing the current velocity of a mobile, it is possible
to predict its future motion under the hypothesis of a constant
velocity for the next time step (in practice, possible velocity
changes will generate several possible future positions).

A complete presentation of theBOF can be found in [1]. In
the sequel, we will just give an overview of the approach under
the following simplifying assumptions (for clarity reasons) :
use of a single sensor and constant velocity for the observed
moving objects. A consequence of this last assumption, is that



we can deal with a single “antecedent cell” when evaluating
the occupancy state of a given cell.

(i) Choosing the relevant variables and decomposition.

• Ot
x,y : Occupancy of the cellc = (x, y, vx, vy) at timet,

occupied or not.
• Ot−δt

xp,yp
: Occupancy of the cell which is the antecedent

of Ct
x,y, occupied or not. In this model,xp = x − vxδt

andyp = y − vyδt, since the velocity is constant.
• Zs : A sensor observation.

Under the previous simplifying assumptions, the following
decomposition of the joint distribution determined by these
variables can be expressed as follow:

P (Ot−δt
xp,yp

, Ot
x,y, Zs) =

(

P (Ot−δt
xp,yp

)

×P (Ot
x,y|O

t−δt
xp,yp

)P (Zs|Ot
x,y)

)

.
(4)

(ii) Assigning the parametric forms.

• P (Ot−δt
xp,yp

) is theprior for the future occupancy state of
the cell c = (x, y, vx, vy). For each cellc such as the
antecedent(xp, yp, vx, vy) is out of the current grid, this
prior is the probability that a new object enters in the
monitored space; since we usually have no real informa-
tion about such an event, this probability is represented
by a uniform distribution.

• P (Ot
x,y|O

t−δt
xp,yp

) is related to the very simple “dynamic
model” we are using in this case. It is defined as a

transition matrix

[

1− ε ε
ε 1− ε

]

, which allows the sys-

tem to take in account the fact that the null acceleration
hypothesis is an approximation; in this matrix,ε is a
parameter representing the probability that the object in
c = (xp, yp, vx, vy) does not follow the null acceleration
model.

• P (Zs|Ot
x,y) is the sensor model (see section II-B).

(iii) Solution of the problem.
Similarly to the estimation process described in the section II-
B, the solution of the problem to be solved by theBOF can
be defined by the following Bayesian question :P (Ot

x,y|Zs)?.
Answering this question (i.e. computing the related probability
distribution) is achieved using our inference engine; this
inference involves a marginalization sum overOt−δt

xp,yp
.

D. Experimental results

This approach has been implemented and tested on our
experimental platform : the Cycab vehicle equiped with a laser
sensor. Fig. 3 shows some resulting grid estimations, for an
environment containing two stationary objects and an object
moving from the left to the right at a velocity of0.8 m/s; in
this example, the robot is not moving.

Fig. 3b depicts the occupancy probability of each cell
corresponding to a null relative velocity (i.e. c = [x, y, 0, 0]).
As expected, two areas with high occupancy probabilities are
visible; these probability values depends on several factors
attached to the sensor model : the probability of true detec-
tions, the probability of false alarms, and the sensor accuracy.

Since the measured speed for the third obstacle is not null,
any area of high occupancy probability corresponding to this
observation is only represented in the related slices of thegrid
(i.e. the slice corresponding toc = [x, y, 0, 0.8] in this case,
see Fig. 3c).

It should be noticed that the cells located outside of the
sensor field of view, or the cells “hidden” by one of the three
sensor observations (i.e. the cells located behind the three
detected obstacles) cannot be observed; consequently, nothing
really consistent can be said about these cells, and the system
has given an occupancy probability value of0.5 for these cells.

Fig. 4 shows a sequence of successive prediction and esti-
mation results given by theBOF . The experimental scenario
involves a stationary obstacle and the Cycab moving forward
at a velocity of2.0 m/s. The obstacle is detected using the
laser sensor; it finally goes out of the sensor field of view
(see Fig. 4-d1), since the Cycab is moving forward. It should
be noticed that the prediction step allows to infer knowledge
about the current occupancy state of the cycab environment,
even if the object is no longer observed by the sensor; this
is the situation depicted by fig 4-d3, where an area of high
occupancy probability still exists when the object is going
out of the sensor field of view. In some sense, our prediction
step can be seen as a “short-term memory”, which allows to
combine in an evolutive way past and current observations.

E. BOF based collision avoidance

In [1], we have shown how to avoid a mobile obstacle
by combining the occupancy grid result given by theBOF ,
with a danger probabilityterm computed using a “time to
collision” criteria. In this approach, each cellOk

x,y,vx,vy
of

the grid is characterized by two probability distributions:
the “occupancy” termP (Ok

x,y,vx,vy
| Zk) and the “danger”

term P (Dk
x,y,vx,vy

|Ok
x,y,vx,vy

). Using this model, it becomes
possible to tune the velocity controls of the Cycab, according
to the results of a combination of the two previous criteria.

This approach has experimentally been validated using the
following scenario : the Cycab is moving forward; a pedestrian
is moving from right to left, and during a small period of time
the pedestrian is temporarily hidden by a parked car. Fig 5
shows some snapshots of the experiment : the Cycab brakes
to avoid the pedestrian which is temporarily hidden by the
parked car, then it accelerates as soon as the pedestrian has
crossed the road.

F. Discussion and performances

Thanks to the previous assumptions, both the prediction step
and the estimation step complexitiesincreases linearly with the
number of cellsof the grid. This make the approach tractable
in real situations involving reasonable grid sizes. This isthe
case for the experimental scenarios described in this section
(e.g. size of the sensed space of10 m m with a resolution of
0.5 m, longitudinal velocity of−3 m.s−1 to 1 m.s−1 with
a resolution of0.4 m.s−1, lateral velocity of−3.2 m.s−1 to
3.2 m.s−1 with a resolution of0.4 m.s−1). Using such a grid
of 64.000 cells, the computation time for both prediction and
estimation steps is about100 ms on a1 GHz computer. This
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of the experimental pedestrian avoidancescenario.

is fast enough to control the CyCab at a maximum speed of
2 m.s−1.

However, this grid size is not fine enough for some other
large scale applications involving higher speeds. In this case,
the number of cells increases quickly, and the required com-
putational time becomes too high for satisfying the real-time
constraint.

In order to try to solve this problem, we are working in two
directions. The first one consists in developing a dedicated
hardware exploiting thehighly parallel structure of theBOF
algorithm2. The second approach consists in using a multi-
resolution framework for representing the 4-dimensional grid
and the related processing models. The outline of this approach
is described in the next section.

G. Wavelet-based model for theBOF (the WOG model)

(i) Overview of the problem.

The goal of this new model is to provide a “coarse-to-fine”
representation of the underlyingBOF model, in order to be
able to optimize the processing of large homogeneous regions,
and to refine the model only when this is necessary. We
have chosen to make use of the wavelet framework [12] [13],
which allows the processing of large sets of data including
non-linearities (as it is the case for our dynamic maps). Pai
and Reissell [14] have shown that wavelets could be used for
representing 3D static maps for path planning. Sinopoli [15]
has extended this approach for solving a global path-planning
problem, while using traditional 3D Occupancy Grids (OG)
for local navigation.

Our approach, called“Wavelet Occupancy Grid”(WOG),
can be seen as a tight combination of wavelet andOG
representations, allowing us to performOG updates in the
wavelet space, and later on to make “prediction inferences”
within the wavelet space (i.e. to fully implement theBOF
paradigm in this multi-resolution formalism).

(ii) The WOG model.

The first objective is to develop a wavelet-based model
for 2-dimensionalOG (i.e. without representing velocities).
At this step of the development, we will only consider the
random variablesOt

x,y and Zt (defined above). Since each
occupancy variable (Ox,y) is binary, its probability distribution

2thanks to the hypothesis that each cell is independent, the state of each
cell can be computed independently.

is completely defined byP ([Ot
x,y = occ]). Then, we consider

now the occupancy functionpt(x, y) = P ([Ot
x,y = occ])

which allows to capture the space homogeneity.

The used wavelet model.
Basically, linking OG and wavelet representations, leads to
project a huge function representing theOG into a wavelet
vector space. In our approach, we have used the 2D Haar
model [13], built upon two types of basis functions: the “scale”
and “detail” functions, where the scaling mother function is
defined as follows :

Φ(x, y) = 1 for (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2, zero elsewhere

Then, the Haar basis at scales is defined as the union of
the set of “scaled” functions{Φsij |(i, j) ∈ Z

2} and the set of
“details” functions{Ψlij

M |l = 0, . . . , s; (i, j) ∈ Z
2}, where :

Φlij = 2−lΦ(2−lx− i, 2−ly − j) (5)

and the typeM can take three values (01, 10 or 11)
corresponding to one of the three mother wavelets for
horizontal, vertical and diagonal differencing.

Each t-uplet(s, i, j) defines awavelet squareat scales
and an offset(i, j). Thanks to the Haar model property,
the projection of the occupancy function over a basis vector
functionΦsij is given by the following scalar product ofΦsij

with the occupancy function :

< p(x, y) | Φsij >=

∫

x,y∈R2

p(x, y)Φsij(x, y)dx,y (6)

Logarithmic form forOG updates.
In the sequel, we will omit the index(x, y) associated to the
OG cells (for simplifying the notations). A standard update in
OG is defined by the following equation :

p([Ot = occ]) =
p([Ot−1 = occ])p(zt|[Ot−1 = occ])

∑

ot p(ot)p(zt|ot)
(7)

Let pt(occ) = p([Ot = occ]) and pt(emp) = p([Ot =
emp]); then we can writept(occ) = 1−pt(emp), and we can
summarize this property using a single coefficientqt :

qt = pt(occ)/pt(emp) (8)

Substituting eq. 7 into eq. 8 leads to the elimination of
the marginalisation term; then, we can write the following



recursive formulation :

qt =
p(zt−1|occ)

p(zt−1|emp)
qt−1 = q0

t−1
∏

i=0

p(zi|occ)

p(zi|emp)
(9)

whereqt−1 is recursively evaluated.

Such updating operations are clearly non-linear. In order to
be able to perform the update operations using only sums, we
have decided to make use of a logarithmic form of the model :

oddst = odds0 +

t−1
∑

i=0

log(
p(zi|occ)

p(zi|emp)
) (10)

whereoddst = log(qt).
Let Obs(zt−1) be the termlog( p(zt−1|occ)

p(zt−1|emp) ) in the eq. (10).
Obs(zt−1) represents the “observation” term of the update,
andodds(t− 1) is the a priori term. Then, updating aWOG
can be done by adding the wavelet transform of observation
terms to the wavelet representation of the map.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Mapping obtained by a laser range-finder : (a) the obtained OG
model; (b) the related three first “detail spaces” of theWOG model and the
complementary scaled space. The density of non-zero coefficients decreases
drastically in wavelet space.

Multi-scale semantic of logarithmicOG.

In the case of the Haar wavelet basis (eq. 5),Φ
(i,j)
s has a

constant value (k) over the domain3 (s, i, j), and is equal to
zero elsewhere. Then the integral of the scalar product is a
sum over the cells enclosed in the domain(s, i, j); this sum
can be re-written as follows [16] :

< log(
pt(x, y)

1− pt(x, y)
) | Φsij >

=

∫

x,y∈R2

log(
pt(x, y)

1− pt(x, y)
)Φsij(x, y)dx,y (11)

= k log(
Πc∈(s,i,j)p([Oc = occ])

Πc∈(s,i,j)p([Oc = emp])
) (12)

= k log(qs) (13)

wherec is the index of a cell in the square domain.k log(qs)
is the log of the ratio of two geometric means (cells are
“all occupied” and cells are “all empty”) which leads us to

3With value: k = 2−s.

a continuous semantics. Let definefull as the event “every
subcell is occupied” then:

Πc∈(s,i,j)p([Oc = occ]) = p(
∧

c∈(s,i,j)

[Oc = occ]) = p(full)

Let defineopenas the event “every subcell is empty”.
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7/101/10

(a)

7/10 7/10

1/10 1/10

1/10

(b)

7/10
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1/107/10

7/10
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Fig. 7. Three configurations of a subsquare domain at scale 1/2: the
probability that the square domain 7(a) is fully “occupied”is 0.0343; its
probability of being fully “empty” is0.0243. The occupancy ratio related
to the “occupied” and “empty” properties isP (open|open ∨ full) = 0.58;
this means that the related square domain is considered as “occupied”. The
occupancy ratio in 7(b) is0.003; it is of 0.06 in 7(c).

qs leads immediately to the conditional probabilities:

P (open|open ∨ full) = qs/(1 + qs) (14)

P (full|open ∨ full) = 1/(1 + qs) (15)

which express a continuous ratio between the two eventsfull
andopen(Fig. 7).

The multi-scale information which can be computed by
this approach, is directly derived from these two basic cases.
Consequently, only2 relevant events can be considered for a
square domain(s, i, j) containingn subcells (i.e. where2n

possibilities can be defined by the binary vector representing
the possible occupancy of thesen subcells), Fig. 8(c) illus-
trates. Fig. 7 shows the information which can be derived from
the previous multi-scale occupancy model. The next step will
be to exploit this concise information for elaborating multi-
scale algorithms.

(iii) WOG implementation and experimental results.
This approach has been implemented and tested on the Cycab
equipped with a laser sensor an with our SLAM method [17].
In the experiments, the size of the finer scale is equal to
6.25cm, and we have used5 different scales (where the size
is multiplied by 2 for each new scale); thus, the size of the
coarsest cells is equal to1 m. The size of the square window
which is used for constructing theWOG model, is chosen in
order to contain the whole sensor field of view. The content
of this window is updated at each laser scan (see Fig. 6; then,
the Haar wavelet transform is applied to this sensory data, and
incrementally added to the currentWOG model. The chosen
compression threshold is a compromise between data fitting
and sparsity (wavelet terms which are lower than the threshold
are removed).

Fig. 8 shows the results obtained on the car park of
INRIA. These experimental results clearly shows that we have
obtained a significant reduction of the size of the model (about
80% relatively to theOG model), and that the interesting
details are still represented (such as the beacons represented by



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. Maps of the car park of INRIA. (a) TheOG model contains393, 126 cells, while theWOG model contains78, 742 cells. (b) TheOG model
reconstructed from the previousWOG model; it can be seen that significant details such as beaconshave been captured by theWOG representation (the
shapes of maps (a) and (b) are very close). (c) The empty spaceis pretty well approximated at the coarser scale.

dark dots in Fig. 8(b)). It should be noticed that the coarser
model give a quite good representation of the empty space
(see Fig. 8(c)); this model could be used for path planning,
and refined when necessary using the wavelet model. In the
previous experiments, the map building has been done in real-
time.
One of the major issue of our approach is now, to combine
bayesian occupancy filter and object tracking such as the
informations about the object motions could be transmitted
to the high level object motion prediction module. One of
the possibilities, we explore now is to extract coherent zones
of the BOF in term of occupancy and velocity and that we
call them objects. Our hope is that these zones would appear
hierarchically through the scales in the wavelet representation,
and so woubld be easy to find.

III. M EDIUM-TERM MOTION PREDICTION

The work presented in this section focuses on motion
prediction for objects which are able to execute trajectories
as a result of an internal motion planning process or decision
mechanism (e.g. persons, animals and robots). It is assumed
that such plans are madewith the intentionto reach a specific
goal, thus the nameintentional motionwhich will be used
hereafter to designate this kind of motion.

Assuming that the object’s decision mechanism as well
as all the relevant variables at every time step (e.g. internal
state, sensorial input, etc.) are known, predicting its trajectory
consists in replicating the planning process in order to findthe
intended trajectory. However, this assumption is not realistic.
Neither the planning model nor the variables are known or
observable (what is the decision mechanism of a human
being?) and they must be inferred from observed motion
before performing prediction. This leads to the following
decomposition of the problem:

• Learning. Construct a plan representation based on ob-
servations.

• Prediction. Use the representation obtained during learn-
ing to estimate future states on the basis of present
knowledge.

Thus, learning consists in observing a given environment
in order to construct a representation of every possible plan
for it. But, how long should we observe the environment in
order to construct such a ”plan library”? Given the enormous
number of possible plans for all but the simplest environments,
there is not a simple answer. This raises an important problem
of existing learning techniques (e.g. [18], [19]): the use of a
”learn then predict” approach, meaning that the system goes
through a learning stage where it is presented with a set of
observations (an example dataset) from which it construct its
plan models. Then, the plan library is ”frozen” and the system
goes into the prediction stage.

The problem with this approach is that it makes the as-
sumption that all possible plans are included in the example
dataset, which, as we have shown, is a difficult condition to
meet. Our work addresses the problem by proposing a ”learn
and predict” approach which is able to learn in an incremental
fashion (ie by continuously refining its knowledge on the basis
of new observations used for prediction). To the extent of
our knowledge, this is the first intentional motion prediction
technique in the literature to have this property.

Learning techniques used by the ”learn then predict” ap-
proaches are very diverse. For example in [20] plans are
modeled as series of straight motion segments which are
clustered together. In [18] and [21], typical behaviors are
learned by clustering whole trajectories. In [22] Bui proposes
Abstract Hidden Markov Models as a way to represent plans
as hierarchies of probabilistic sub-plans or policies. Although
the approach does not define an automatized learning mech-
anism, this has been done in [19] by using the Expectation-
Maximization algorithm.

In this section, we present our ”learn and predict” approach
which models plans as Hidden Markov Models (HMM)[23]
augmented with a variable which indicates the goal that the
plan intends to reach The learning algorithm is composed
of two modules: in the first one, the Grow When Required
algorithm (GWR) [24] is used to estimate both the set of states
in the model and the observation probabilities. The second
module identifies goals and then uses a Maximum-Likelihood



criterion to update the transition probability of the model.
As mentioned above, the technique determines the number of
goals and states in the model, thus learning the structure of
the underlying HMM.

A. Proposed Approach

The proposed unsupervised learning algorithm, constructs
plan representations by observing the motion of objects (e.g.
pedestrians, vehicles, etc.) moving in a given environment.

The input of the learning algorithm is a continuous stream
of observationszt = {z1, z2, · · · } gathered through a tracking
system. In order to keep notation simple, we will assume
that no more than one object is observed at the same time,
noting that the approach is easily generalizable to the multi-
object case. It will also be assumed that the tracking system
can determine when the object has stopped or exited the
environment.

Every observationzt = (xt, yt, ηt) returned by the tracker
consists of an estimate of the object’s position4 at time t and
a binary variableηt which indicates whether the object has
reached the end of its trajectory (η = 1) or not (η = 0).
A trajectory ends when the object stops moving or exits the
environment.

Learning will consist in estimating the parameters of the
modified HMM which will be presented in the following
section.

1) Plan Modeling: The model used in this approach is
defined by three components: 1) a set of relevantvariables
which define a joint probability distribution (JPD), 2) ade-
compositionof the JPD which is obtained by applying Bayes
rule in order to reflect conditional independence assumptions
and 3) theparametric formsused to represent each of the
terms which appear in the decomposition. They are called
parametric because they include parameters which may be
adjusted either manually or through an automatic parameter
estimation (ie learning) mechanism.

Relevant Variables:

• N ∈ N: The total number of discrete states in the model.
These states correspond to positions in the environment.

• qt ∈ [1, N ]: The object’s state at timet.
• qt−1 ∈ [1, N ]: The object’s state at timet− 1.
• zt ∈ R

2: The object’s state estimation returned by the
sensor at timet. (ie the observation variable).

• G ∈ N: The total number of goals in the model. The
goals correspond to specificplaces in the environment
(ie it may correspond to many discrete states).

• γ ∈ [1, G]: The place that the object intends to reach (ie
its goal).

Decomposition:The Joint Probability Distribution is de-
composed as follows:

p(qt, qt−1, zt, γ) = p(qt−1)p(γ)p(qt | γ, qt−1)p(zt | qt) (16)

This decomposition implies two hypothesis: a) knowing the
state, subsequent observations are independent of each other

4Higher-dimensional observations (ie (xt, yt, x′

t, y
′

t)) may also be used as
input by the algorithm.

and b) knowing the intended goal, the present state depends
only in the past state (ie knowing the goal, the system becomes
a first order Markov process and behaves like a conventional
HMM).

The parametric forms of the probabilities that compose the
JPD are presented in table I.

• p(qt−1): Uniform UN = 1
N

.
• p(γ): Uniform UG = 1

G
.

• p(qt | γ, qt−1): Table.
• p(zt | [qt = i]): GaussianG(µi, σi).

TABLE I

PARAMETRIC FORMS OF THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS.

2) Parameter Learning:Learning the model’s parameters
consists in finding the values of the conditional probabilities
shown in table I. Our approach splits the problem in three
tasks:

1) State GWR. The observation probabilityp(zt | qt) and
the number of statesN are estimated using the Grow
When Required algorithm (§III-B).

2) Goal GWR. Another instance of GWR is used to esti-
mate the number of goalsG as well as their position.

3) Transition Counting. The Viterbi algorithm [25] is used
to perform a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of
the transition probabilityp(qt | γ, qt−1). This estimation
uses the outputs of tasks 1 and 2 (§III-D).

B. Learning observation probabilities and number of states

The observation probability for a given statep(zt | [qt =
i]) is defined as a gaussian. Therefore, the learning algorithm
should estimate the mean valueµi and standard deviationσi

for the N states.
This rises the question of the ”correct” value forN , which is

an important question. The state space is continuous, when it is
mapped to a finite set of discrete values an error is introduced
in the representation. The number of states allows to trade off
accuracy and computational efficiency. By incrementing the
value ofN the approximation error – also known as distortion
– is reduced at the expense of additional calculation burden.

There is another way of reducing the distortion: discrete
states may be placed in such a way that the mean distance
between them and observed data is minimized. This is known
as Vector Quantization [26].

Our approach uses the Grow When Required (GWR) [24]
algorithm to perform vector quantization in order to estimate
the number of discrete states of the model as well as the mean
values and standard deviation of the observation probabilities.
This algorithm has been chosen between many different ap-
proaches existent in the literature [26], [27], [28], [29] due to
its following properties:

• It is fast. The costliest operation is ofO(N). This can be
further optimized by using a hierarchical structure like an
r-tree[30].

• The number of states is not fixed. New states are added
and deleted as observations arrive.



• It is incremental. This makes it suitable to process con-
tinuous streams of observations.

The algorithm processes observation on a one by one basis.
It produces a graph, where nodes representing discrete states
are explicitly linked to their closest neighbors (the graph
is a subset of the Delaunay triangulation). Every nodei is
associated to a vectorµi known as the centroid.

The application of this structure to estimate the required
parameters is straightforward: state information{xt, yt} con-
tained in each observation is used as an input for a GWR.
The resulting set of nodes represents discrete states whose
centroids are the mean values of the observation probabilities.
The standard deviationσi for statei is calculated by averaging
the half length of the links emanating from the corresponding
node.

Insertion of new states is no longer allowed whenargminσi

is less than a given threshold. This restrains the algorithmfrom
discretizing the space below the sensor’s precision.

An example of the use of GWR is presented in fig. 9.
The environment is the parking lot of the INRIA building.
It contains a number of places which may constitute motion
goals for a car (i.e. parking places and the parking’s exit). Fig.
9b presents the state of the GWR structure after processing 500
trajectories.

a) Inria Parking

b) Sample GWR structure.

Fig. 9. Using GWR to find discrete states in the INRIA paking lot. Big
circles correspond to goals.

C. Identifying Goals

The problem of automatically identifying the goals that an
object seeks to reach using only observation data is very
difficult since these goals are often related to information
which is not present in this data (e.g. the presence of a
billboard).

The approach taken here aims to identify goals based on
a simple hypothesis: when an object stops moving (or exits
the environment) it is because it has reached its goal. This
leads to a simple goal identification scheme: every observation

zt having ηt = 1 (end observation) is processed by a GWR
structure which clusters this information together into high-
level goals.

The nodes of the resulting GWR graph corresponds to
goals5. The graph itself may be used to identify the goal that
corresponds to a given end-state observation:

γ = min argi ‖(xt, yt)− µg
i ‖, for ηt = 1 (17)

D. Learning transition probabilities

Transition probabilities are updated once a complete tra-
jectory is available, this means that all non-end observations
are stored until an observation havingη = 1 is received, then,
expression 17 is used to compute the attained goalg. For every
observation in the trajectoryzt, the Viterbi algorithm is used
in order to findqt given the past stateqt−1 = i (which has
been estimated in the previous iteration)6:

qt = maxargj

{

p([qt = j] | [γ = g], [qt−1 = i])p(zt | [qt = j])

}

The obtained values forg, i andj are then used as indices to
update a transition count matrixA on a maximum-likelihood
criterion:

A[g, i, j]← A[g, i, j] + 1 (18)

If the observation correspond to the first step of a trajectory
only the current state is estimated using:

q0 = max argi{p(z0 | [q0 = i])} (19)

Transition probabilities are calculated using:

p([qt = j] | [γ = g], [qt−1 = i]) =
A[g, i, j]

∑

hA[g, i, h]
(20)

Finally, whenN or G change due to additions or deletion on
the corresponding GWR structures the corresponding columns
and rows are simply inserted or deleted accordingly, this is
possible due to the fact that we are storing counts instead of
probabilities in the transition matrix.

E. Motion Prediction

The model may be used to predict future states in one of
two ways:

a) The state may be projected into the future a numberk
of timesteps. This is useful to predict intermediate positions
of the object trajectory.

b) The goal probability may be directly estimated. This
gives a prediction of the object final destination.

In order to achieve real-time performance when predicting,
we have resorted to approximate inference using a particle
filter with a resampling step [31]. The algorithm approximates
the belief state by a set of particlesX = {§′, · · · , §M}. The



Algorithm 1 Particle Filter Algorithm(Xt−1, zt)

1: X̂t ← Xt ← ∅
2: for every particlexm

t−1 = {qm
t−1, γ

m}; xm
t−1 ∈ Xt−1 do

3: sampleqm
t from p(qm

t | γ
m, qm

t−1)
4: xm

t = {qm
t , γm}

5: wm
t = p(zt | qm

t )
6: X̂t ← X̂t+ < xm

t , wm
t >

7: end for
8: for m = 1 to M do
9: draw i with probability∝ wi

t

10: addxi
t to Xt

11: end for

pseudocode of the algorithm is presented in the following
listing (adapted from [32]):

Using the filter, we may estimate the probability to reach
a particular goal by counting the number of particles having
that goal and normalizing by the total number of particlesM .
Examples of goal prediction are presented in fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Two examples of prediction shown at different moments (time
progresses from left to right).

1) Conclusions and future work:We have started to work
on a parking environment which constitutes the main testbed
for the ParkView project. Experiments are currently being
conducted and only preliminar results are available. Thus,our
current primary goal is to conclude our experiments in order
to measure the performance of our algorithm.

IV. SAFE NAVIGATION IN DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS

When placed in a dynamic environment, an autonomous
system must consider the real time constraint that such an
environment imposes. Indeed, the system has a limited time
only to make a decision about its future course of action
otherwise it might be in danger by the sole fact of being
passive. The time available depends upon a factor that we
will call the dynamicityof the environment and which is a
function of the system and the moving objects’dynamics.

5notations µs
i and µg

i will be used henceforth in order to distinguish
between state and goal GWR

6This implies iterating through the domain ofqt, meaning that the update
step has costO(N).

In this context, basing the decision making process on
a motion planning technique7 leaves little hope to ful-
fil this real-time constraint given the intrinsic time com-
plexity of the motion planning problem [33] (even if us-
ing randomised approaches). This certainly explain why so
many reactive methods8 have been developed in the past
(cf [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43]
or [44]. However, reactive approaches are confronted with
two key issues: theconvergenceand thesafetyissues. As for
convergence, their lack of lookahead may prevent the system
to ever reach its goal. As for safety, what guarantee is there
that the system will never find itself in a dangerous situation
eventually yielding to a collision?

Partial Motion Planning (PMP) is the answer we propose
to the problem of navigation in dynamic environments. It is
especially designed in order to take into account the real-
time constraint mentioned above. PMP is a motion planning
scheme with an anytime flavor: when the time available is
over, PMP returns the best partial motion to the goal computed
so far. Like reactive scheme, PMP is also confronted to the
convergence and safety issues. At this point, we have decided
to focus on the safety issue and to propose a solution relying
upon the the concept ofInevitable Collision States(ICS)
originally introduced in [45]. An ICS is a state such that no
matter what the future motion of the system is, it eventually
collides with an obstacle. ICS takes into account the dynamics
of both the system and the moving obstacles. By computing
ICS-free partial motion, the system safety can be guaranteed.

PMP is detailed in section IV-A while section IV-B presents
the ICS concept. Finally, an application of PMP to the case
of a car-like system in a dynamic environment is presented in
section IV-C.

A. Partial Motion Planning

As mentioned earlier, a robotic system cannot in general
safely stand still in a dynamic environment (it might be
collided by a moving obstacle). It has to plan a motion
within a bounded time and then execute it in order to remain
safe. The timeδc available to calculate a new motion is
function of the nature and dynamicity of the environment. To
take into account the real-time constraint that stems from a
dynamic environment, we propose a scheme that calculates
partial motions only according to the the following cycle (also
depicted in Fig. 11):

PMP Algorithm
Step1: Get model of the future
Step2: Build tree of partial motions towards the goal
Step3: Whenδc is over, return best partial motion
Step4: Repeat until goal is reached

Like motion planning, partial motion planning requires a
model of the environment, the first step is aimed at getting
this model. The required model is provided by the environment
modelling and motion prediction functions presented earlier.
The periodic iterative PMP scheme proposed in this paper

7Wherein a complete motion to the goal is computed a priori.
8Wherein only the next action is determined at each time step.
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Fig. 11. Partial Motion Planning iterative cycle

accounts for both the planning time constraints and the validity
duration of the predictions made.

B. Inevitable Collision States

Like every method that computes partial motion only, PMP
has to face a safety issue: since PMP has no control over
the duration of the partial trajectory that is computed, what
guarantee do we have that the robotA will never end up in a
critical situation yielding an inevitable collision? As per [45],
an Inevitable Collision State (ICS) is defined as a states for
which no matter the control applied to the system is, there is
no trajectory for which the system can avoid a collision in the
future. The answer we propose to the safety problem lies then
in the very fact that the partial trajectory that is computedis
ICS-free. Meaning that, even in the worst case scenario where
the durationδhi

of the partial trajectory is shorter than the
cycle timeδc, A can always execute one of the existing safe
trajectory. The overall safety is guaranteed as long as the initial
state is ICS-free (which is something that can be reasonably
assumed). Now, determining whether a given state ofA is
an ICS or not is a complex task since it requires to consider
all possible future trajectories forA. However, it is possible
to take advantage of the approximation property demonstrated
in [45] in order to compute a conservative approximation of
the set of ICS. This is done by considering only a subsetI of
the full set of possible future trajectories.

C. Case Study

In this section we present the application of PMP to the
case of a car-like vehicleA moving on aplanarsurfaceW and
within a fully observable environment cluttered with stationary
and dynamic obstacles. A control ofA is defined by the couple
(α, γ) where α is the rear wheel linear acceleration. andγ
the steering velocity. The motion ofA is governed by the
following differential equations:
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Fig. 12. (θ, v)-slices of the state space ofA. Shaded regions
are ICS respectively defined for the braking trajectory of control
(αmin, ξ̇min) (top), and all braking trajectories with controls selectedfrom
[(αmin, ξ̇max), (αmin, 0), (αmin, ξ̇min)] (bottom).

with α ∈ [αmin, αmax] (acceleration bounds),γ ∈
[γmin, γmax] (steering velocity bounds), and|ξ| ≤ ξmax

(steering angle bounds).L is the wheelbase ofA.
For practical reasons, the duration of the trajectories ofI

has to be limited to a giventime horizonthat determines the
overall level of safety ofA. In our case, the subsetI consid-
ered in order to compute a conservative approximation of the
set of ICS includes the braking trajectories with a constantcon-
trol selected from [(αmin, ξ̇max), (αmin, 0), (αmin, ξ̇min)],
and applied over the time necessary forA to stop.

Fig. 12 depicts the ICS obtained when different set of
braking trajectories are considered. Each subfigure represents



a (θ, v)-slice of the full 5D state space ofA. In the top
subfigures, only the braking trajectory of control(αmin, ξ̇min)
is considered. In the bottom subfigures, the three braking
trajectories are considered.

Static

Obstacle
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Obstacle

ICS-free

trajectory

Collision States

ICS

Moving

Obstacle

Moving

Obstacle

Fig. 13. The state labelled ICS is an ICS since the three braking trajectories
issued from it yield collisions.

In PMP, checking whether a state is an ICS or not is carried
out by testing if all the braking trajectories yield a collision
with one of the moving obstacles. If so, the state is an ICS. In
fig. 13), the collision states in red represent the collisionthat
will occur in the future from this state for all trajectoriesof
I. In this case, since all trajectories collide in the future,this
state is an ICS. In PMP, every new state is similarly checked
to be an ICS or not overI. In case all the trajectories appear
to be in collision in the future, this state is an ICS and is not
selected.
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Fig. 14. Search tree construction principle.

The exploration method used is the well known
Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree method (RRT) [46].
RRT incrementally builds a tree in the state space ofA.
The basic principle of RRT is depicted in Fig. 14. A state
sr is randomly selected first. Then, the closest node in the
tree, saysc, is determined. Constant controls selected from
U2D=[(αmax, 0); (αmax, ξ̇max); (αmax, ξ̇min);(0, ξ̇max);
(0, 0); (0, ξ̇min);(αmin, ξ̇max); (αmin, 0); (αmin, ξ̇min)]
are then applied tosc for a duration ε, they yield a set
of candidate trajectories ending in given statessni. These
candidate trajectories are pruned out: only are kept the
trajectories that are collision-free and whose final state is
ICS-free (as per property 2, such trajectories are ICS-free).
Finally, the trajectory whose final state is closer tosr is
selected and added up to the tree. This process is repeated
until the end of the time available where the best partial
trajectory extracted from the tree is returned.

In Fig. 15 we can see an example of a navigation from a
still starting state (green box) to a still goal state (red box).
The environment is cluttered with moving (grey) and static

(orange) obstacles. In 15(a) one can observe how the safe
partial trajectory (green) is calculated and planned within the
time-state space in order to avoid the obstacle moving upward.
The states in blue behind the car, is the trajectory, built from
partial trajectories from the previous PMP cycles and (ideally)
executed by the robot. In 15(b) we can observe that the car was
obliged to slow down at the intersection of several obstacles,
since no other safe trajectories could be found, before to re-
accelerate. In 15(c) the system has planned a partial trajectory
that avoids the last static obstacle.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper addressed the problem of navigating safely
in a open and dynamic environment sensed using both on-
board and external sensors. After a short presentation of the
context and of the related open problems, we focused on two
complementary questions: how to interpret and to predict the
motions and the behaviors of the sensed moving entities ? how
to take appropriate goal-oriented navigation decisions insuch
a rapidly changing and sensed environment ?

In order to answer these questions, we have proposed an
approach including three main complementary functions: (1)
Scene interpretation and short-term motion prediction forthe
sensed potential obstacles, using the “Bayesian Occupancy
Filtering” approach (BOF ) (2) Medium-term motion and
behavior prediction for the observed entities, using motion
pattern learning and hierarchical Hidden Markov Models;
(3) On-line goal-oriented navigation decision in a dynamic
environment, using the “Partial Motion Planning” paradigm
(PMP ).

The first function (BOF )has experimentally been validated
on our experimental vehicle (the Cycab), for avoiding partially
observed moving obstacles. A scenario involving the Cycab,
a moving pedestrian, and a parked car which temporarily hide
the pedestrian to the sensors of the Cycab, has successfully
been executed. In this experiment, the avoidance behavior has
been obtained by combining theoccupancy probabilityand
the danger probabilityof each cell of the grid. The second
function has experimentally been validated on some indoor
data (the INRIA entry hall), using about 1000 tracked human
trajectories for the initial learning phase. At the moment,
the last function (PMP ) has only been experimented in
simulation.

Current work mainly deals with three major points: (1)
Improvement of the prediction approaches for making it pos-
sible to cope with larger environments (such as complex urban
traffic situations), while preserving the efficiency property; the
current development on theWOG model is an example of this
work. (2) Fusion of our current interpretation and prediction
paradigms with higher-level information (e.g. GPS maps,
moving entities properties, nominal behaviors ...) to better
estimate the scene participants behaviors. (3) Integration of
the three previous functions, and implementation and test this
new navigation system on our experimental platform involving
the INRIA car park, several Cycabs, and both inboard and
infrastructure sensors.
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Fig. 15. Results of a 2D safe Partial Motion Planning (δc = 1s, vmax = 2.0m/s, ξmax = π/3rad, ξ̇max = 0.2rad/s, αmax = 0.1m/s2)
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